Name:
Affiliations

Solo   d8

Buddy   d6

Bust A Cap In His ***

4

Monstrous Appearance

+1 PP

You Say Something, Vato?

PP

Team   d10

or

8

FERALBody
MUTANT
Power Sets Armored

Burrowing

d8

Superhuman Durability

d10

Superhuman Stamina

d10

Superhuman Strength

d10

Claws. Add d6 to your dice pool for an attack action and step back the highest die in your pool by -1.
SFX/Limits: SFX:
Step up physical stress inflicted by +1.
SFX: Invulnerable. Spend a PP to ignore physical stress or trauma up to his stamina rating.
SFX: Roll! When making an attack action, take one die from the doom pool. After the roll, return the die to
the doom pool and step it up.
Limit: Hair-Trigger Temper: Gain a PP to step up emotional stress by +1 from opponents hurling insults or
mocking.

STRESS / TRAUMA

Distinctions

Armadillo

P
4
6
8
10

SFX/Limits:

12
M
4
6

Specialties Combat Expert
Crime Expert

d8

Vehicle Expert

d8

8

d8

Menace Expert

d8

10

[You may convert Expert d8 to 2d6, or Master d10 to 2d8 or 3d6]

Milestones Get Respect

12
E
4

1 XP when... when you activate your Hair-Trigger Temper limit.

6

3 XP when... when you prove someone's taunts are wrong.

8

10 XP when... when you either gain a high measure of respect, or fall completely into the gutter.

10
12

1 XP when...

XP

3 XP when...
10 XP when...

MARVEL HEROIC ROLEPLAYING

ID: Armadillo
History

Abilities & Resources

Antonio Rodriguez gained his
scaly orange hide and sharp
claws when criminal scientist Dr.
Karl Malus conducted genetic
experiments on him. The 7’6”
Armadillo is always finding
himself in trouble with the
authorities, despite his attempts
to go straight. He has fought
Captain America and the
Avengers in the past, and is an
Unlimited Class Wrestler.
MODOK summoned him away
from a crooked wrestling
operation in Mexico.

Due to a genetic altering
procedure, the Armadillo has
superhuman strength, stamina,
and durability. It was originally
believed that his costume, a
scaly nine-foot-tall orange
armored hide with claws useful
for digging through earth, was
bonded to his skin by this
process. It was later revealed
that it was not a costume, but
part of his body that had been
mutagenically altered with the
genetic material of an actual
armadillo. His armor is
bulletproof and his claws can
tear through all but the densest
of substances.

Personality

HERO DATAFILE

